KNIGHTON HEATH GOLF CLUB
DRESS REGULATIONS
COURSE
CLUBHOUSE
HEADGEAR
Must be appropriate to golf and worn the correct way
round.

HEADGEAR
Headgear must be removed in the clubhouse.

SHIRTS
Gentlemen - Must be designed for golf and have a
collar or turtle neck with long or short sleeves.
Smart shirts designed to be worn outside trousers &
shorts, are permitted
Golf Shirts with a “blade collar”, which lays flat
against the neck, are permitted
Collarless and sleeveless shirts are NOT permitted
Ladies - Smart golfing clothing is required at all times.
Collarless shirts and tailored sleeveless shirts designed
specifically for golf may be worn.
Tee shirts are NOT permitted.
TROUSERS
Gentlemen – Trousers must be tailored and ankle
length, unless Plus 2’s.
Ladies - Trousers must be tailored, ankle or ¾ length
only.
Trousers must not be tucked into socks, with the
exception of when they are covered by waterproof
trousers.
SHORTS/SKIRTS & SOCKS
Gentlemen - Shorts must be tailored and designed for
golf.
Cargo Shorts are not permitted
“Loose-fitting casual trousers with large flap pockets
on the thighs, which are sown onto the outside of the
shorts”
Ladies - Shorts/Skirts must be tailored and designed
for golf.
Socks - Short sport socks (white or coloured to
co-ordinate with clothing)) must be worn at all times
and must be visible.
Beach type, sports (football, rugby, athletic etc) shorts
are NOT permitted.
FOOTWEAR
Gentlemen / Ladies
Golf shoes must be worn at all times.

SHIRTS

The Management, Captain, General Manager and
Committee Members of Knighton Heath Golf Club
have full authority to use their discretion in
enforcing this dress code.
Members and guests/visitors are requested and
expected to adhere at all times to this code.

Gentlemen - Smart shirts designed to be worn
outside trousers & shorts, are permitted
Gentlemen - Collarless and sleeveless shirts are
NOT permitted
Golf shirts with a “blade” collar, which lays flat
against the neck, are permitted
Tee shirts are NOT permitted.
TROUSERS
Smart trousers may be worn at any time.
Smart denims are acceptable as long as they are
clean and presentable.
No torn clothing or work overalls are allowed.

SHORTS/SKIRTS & SOCKS
Smart shorts / skirts
Cargo Shorts are not permitted
“Loose-fitting casual trousers with large flap
pockets on the thighs, which are sown onto the
outside of the shorts”
Socks do not have to be worn if that is preferred.
Beach type, sports (football, rugby, athletic etc)
shorts are NOT permitted.

FOOTWEAR
Leisure, deck and sandal style footwear are allowed
“FLIP-FLOPS” are not allowed
“A backless, often foam rubber sandal, held to the
foot at the big toe by means of a thong”.
Golf shoes may only be worn in the 19th.
“CROCS” & SLIDERS are not permitted
Mobile phones, message devices and laptops
*All devices must be on silent in all areas at all
times. *Mobile phones may only be used (call
answering) in the lobby area and the locker rooms
of the clubhouse. Their use is not permitted
elsewhere in the Clubhouse, on the patio or
particularly on the Course (except in extreme
emergency conditions).*Laptops and other devices
may be operated in the 19th only.

